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This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this The Hiram Key Christopher Knight by online. You might not
require more get older to spend to go to the ebook start as well as search for them. In some cases, you likewise accomplish not discover the
revelation The Hiram Key Christopher Knight that you are looking for. It will definitely squander the time.

However below, in the same way as you visit this web page, it will be hence totally simple to get as competently as download lead The Hiram
Key Christopher Knight

It will not believe many era as we accustom before. You can accomplish it even if decree something else at house and even in your
workplace. in view of that easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we provide below as capably as evaluation The Hiram Key
Christopher Knight what you considering to read!

Solomon's Power Brokers M Evans
& Company
Robert Lomas is a real-life Dr.
Robert Langdon! Co-author of The
Hiram Key, the bestseller that Dan
Brown notes as his inspiration for
the Roslin Chapel–set climax of The
Da Vinci Code, is a renowned
freemasonry historian and truth-
seeker. In Turning the Templar
Key, Lomas reveals the origins of
the Knights Templar and the
historical context for Dan Brown’s
thrillers. Buy this book if you
couldn’t get enough of The Lost
Symbol and want to discover more
about the exciting and mysterious
symbols, puzzles, codes, and
characters that were derived from
Lomas’ research and writings.
Lomas investigates the facts,
challenges the conspiracy theorists,
and guides you on an inspiring and
complex quest to uncover the truth,
explain the motives, and
document—for the very first
time—the genesis of the Templar
Freemasonry.
Handbook of Freemasonry Fair Winds Press
“A philosophical look at the history of our species
which alternated between fascinating and
frightening . . . like reading Dean Koontz or
Stephen King.” —Rocky Mountain News The
Lucifer Principle is a revolutionary work that
explores the intricate relationships among genetics,
human behavior, and culture to put forth the thesis
that “evil” is a by-product of nature’s
strategies for creation and that it is woven into our
most basic biological fabric. In a sweeping
narrative that moves lucidly among sophisticated
scientific disciplines and covers the entire span of
the earth’s—as well as mankind’s—history,

Howard Bloom challenges some of our most
popular scientific assumptions. Drawing on
evidence from studies of the most primitive
organisms to those on ants, apes, and humankind,
the author makes a persuasive case that it is the
group, or “superorganism,” rather than the lone
individual that really matters in the evolutionary
struggle. But biology is not destiny, and human
culture is not always the buffer to our most
primitive instincts we would like to think it is. In
these complex threads of thought lies the Lucifer
Principle, and only through understanding its
mandates will we able to avoid the nuclear crusades
that await us in the twenty-first century. “A
revolutionary vision of the relationship between
psychology and history, The Lucifer Principle will
have a profound impact on our concepts of human
nature. It is astonishing that a book of such
importance could be such a pleasure to
read.”—Elizabeth F. Loftus, author of Memory
The Second Messiah Random House
Is Freemasonry nothing more than a
benign and charitable men's social club as
the Order insists or does it have a deeper
and perhaps darker purpose? Could these
men be part of the "Illuminati" - a group of
intellectuals with extremely grand plans for
the development of civilization? And if so,
what is the grand plan that these men
were so determined to bring about, and
why should there be such opposition to it?
Christopher Knight and Alan Butler reveal
that present-day freemasons are the
spiritual descendents of an ancient
priesthood that was forced to act in
secrecy. In the early days of Christianity,
their views offended and opposed those of
the orthodox Church, and later in feudal
Europe, both the State and the established
Church considered them heretics and
sworn enemies. Yet, they could not be
silenced - or defeated - and members of
this priesthood have continued to this day
to work in subtle and sometimes
subversive ways to achieve their aims,
often occupying very elevated positions
within Western society, and always
maintaining complete anonymity to those
outside their fellowship. The extraordinary
story that unfolds in "Solomon's Power
Brokers" reveals that the building of the
modern world was no haphazard process.
There was a grand plan - and it has

succeeded. The "New World Order" is
already here.
The Secrets of Freemasonry
Sterling Publishing Company
The Hiram Key
The lost symbol Random House
New in Paperback! The Masonic secrets of our
founding fathers. Turning the Solomon Key is an
exhilarating quest to discover the Masonic
influences which George Washington brought to
bear on the layout of Washington D.C. In this
second book of his Key trilogy, Robert Lomas has
used Masonic rituals and Washington's own diaries
to uncover the symbolic reasoning behind the
positioning of the White House and the Capitol,
and in the process he disposes of many anti-
Masonic urban myths. This exciting, and
authoritative, detective story then investigates the
sources of creative behavior, to reveal a hitherto
unsuspected Secret Science of Masonic Astrology
which underpinned Washington's actions. The
builders of Washington DC knew a great secret
about the human condition. In Turning the
Solomon Key, scientist and Masonic expert Robert
Lomas explains exactly what it was. Turning the
Solomon Key, at its heart, explains why high-
achieving individuals share certain astrological
characteristics, and why the Freemasons who
founded our nation planned Washington, D.C., the
way they did.

A Pilgrim's Path Sterling
Many people are curious about the
existence of secret societies which claim to
hold arcane religious or esoteric knowledge
and pass it down through the generations
via selected adepts. Classic Masonic writers
including William Preston, Robert Gould,
JSM Ward, AE Waite and WL Wilmshurst
have written about secret traditions
connected to the Temple of Sion. Each has
different ideas about how mystical
knowledge came into Freemasonry. Some
say that the Charter of Larmenius reveals
an underground line of Knight Templar
Grand Masters who survived down to the
nineteenth century. All agree there is a
Secret Lodge or House of Adepts who
continue to teach "true" knowledge of the
ancient mysteries and that The Craft
transmits beliefs linked to the Earls of
Rosslyn, the Knights Templar, and Lodge
Mother Kilwinning. Masonic expert Robert
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Lomas has collected together this thread of
belief from old Masonic writers and
rewritten it in modern English to make the
ideas accessible to modern readers.
Turning the Hiram Key Basic Books
The Brill Handbook of Freemasonry is a
pioneering work that brings together, for
the first time, leading scholars on
Freemasonry—the largest, oldest, and most
influential secret society in the world.
Jesus Goes to Hollywood University of
Pennsylvania Press
It's a masterpiece...if you're interested in
American Masonry and its impact on our
country, this book is for you.—Brent Morris,
The Scottish Rite Journal
Turning the Solomon Key Lulu.com
This page-turning study of the Giza pyramids,
British henges, and the megalithic measuring
system “could completely change the way we view
our remote past…and origins” (Robert G. Bauval,
author of The Orion Mystery) The suggestion that
the Giza pyramids were laid out to represent the
stars of Orion’s belt, with the position of the River
Nile reflecting the Milky Way, was first put
forward by the renowned author Robert Bauval in
his bestselling book The Orion Mystery. In Before
the Pyramids, Christopher Knight and Alan Butler
reveal that the British henges were arranged in the
same formation—but much earlier. They also
present irrefutable evidence that the astronomical
calculations determining the layout of the
pyramids could only have been made from the site
of the henges in North Yorkshire. From this they
can conclude that the pyramids of the pharaohs
were conceived and planned in Britain. Their next
stunning discovery takes us to modern times. They
have found evidence that the whole Megalithic
measuring system has survived into the 20th
century. There are examples in Washington,
DC—even in the positioning and construction of the
Pentagon, which was only commenced in 1942
and is an exact copy of the dimensions of
Stonehenge, dating to 3,000 BC.

The Hiram Key Revisited FV Éditions
The lost secrets of freemasonry -- The
search begins -- The Knights Templar --
The gnostic connection -- Jesus Christ:
man, god, myth or freemason -- In the
beginning man made god -- The legacy of
the egyptians -- The first freemason -- The
birth of judiasm -- A thousand years of
struggle -- The boaz and Jachin Pesher --
The man who turned water into wine -- The
resurrection -- The truth breaks free -- The
lost scrolls rediscovered.
The Second Messiah Fair Winds Press
(MA)
In 1871, Albert Pike created Morals and
Dogma of the Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite as a guide to the 32 degrees of
Scottish Rite Freemasonry. It was his
intention that becoming a Scottish Rite
Mason require years of study to understand
the allegories, the underlying moral
lessons, and their applications. Pike's

scholarly but practical instruction serves as a
guide for every Mason working to be the
best husband, father, brother, friend, and
citizen that he can be. In 2007, a complete
and comprehensive review was initiated to
provide insight into Albert Pike's original
work. This new book is the only edition that
is not abridged, a digest, or an editorial
commentary of the original book. The entire
original book was translated into modern
English from the difficult sentence structure
and language prevalent in 19th century
literature. Morals and Dogma for the 21st
Century brings these important lessons back
within the grasp of the modern Mason.
Morals and Dogma for the 21st Century M.
Evans
This is the extraordinary story of Knight and
Lomas's fourteen year quest to uncover the
secret teachings buried beneath Roslin Chapel
near Edinburgh. Their quest ends with
extraordinary revelations about early human
history - the origins of Christianity, of
Freemasonry and of science. They show that
all were charged with a belief in a secret
cosmic code, linking, for example, the Exodus
from Egypt, the founding of Solomon's
Temple and the Star of Bethlehem. This book
reveals for the first time why there were such
high expectations of a Messiah at the time of
the birth of Jesus Christ. The Book of Hiram
will change everything you thought you knew
about both the Bible and Freemasonry.
Tubal-Cain The Ancient Masonic Blacksmith
God Watkins Publishing
City of the Goddess is the ultimate
deconstruction of the design of Washington,
D.C., its direct connection to Freemasonry, and
its veneration and embodiment of the Great
Goddess and the feminine principle. Uncover
the secret roots of America, from the deliberate
orientation of the capital's landscape to align
with the constellation of Virgo to the beliefs
and intentions of the “Star Families”--a truly
ancient institution. Learn how one of the most
powerful secret societies in the world planned
the world's most powerful city.
God's Blueprint Watkins Media Limited
"THE papers here collected are written solely for
members of the Masonic Order, constituted under
the United Grand Lodge of England. (...) They
have been written with a view to promoting the
deeper understanding of the meaning of Masonry"
The Origins of Freemasonry Watkins Media
Limited
Donation.
The Hiram Key Revisited Random House
Digital, Inc.
Can the ancestry of freemasonry really be
traced back to the Knights Templar? Is the
image of the eye in a triangle on the back of
the dollar bill one of its cryptic signs? Is
there a conspiracy that stretches through
centuries and generations to align this
shadow organization and its secret rituals to

world governments and religions? Myths
persist and abound about the freemasons,
Margaret C. Jacob notes. But what are their
origins? How has an early modern
organization of bricklayers and
stonemasons aroused so much public
interest? In The Origins of Freemasonry,
Jacob throws back the veil from a secret
society that turns out not to have been very
secret at all. What factors contributed to the
extraordinarily rapid spread of freemasonry
over the course of the eighteenth century,
and why were so many of the era's most
influential figures drawn to it? Using
material from the archives of leading
masonic libraries in Europe, Jacob
examines masonic almanacs and pocket
diaries to get closer to what living as a
freemason might have meant on a daily
basis. She explores the persistent
connections between masons and nascent
democratic movements, as each lodge set up
a polity where an individual's standing was
meant to be based on merit, rather than on
birth or wealth, and she demonstrates,
beyond any doubt, how active a role women
played in the masonic movement.
Freemasons For Dummies Dahlin & Assc
Pub
Was Jesus a Freemason? The discovery of
evidence of the most secret rites of
Freemasonry in an ancient Egyptian tomb
led authors Chris Knight and Bob Lomas
into and extraordinary investigation of 4,
000 years of history. This astonishing
bestseller raises questions that have
challenged some of Western civilisation's
most cherished beliefs: Were scrolls
bearing the secret teachings of Jesus buried
beneath Herod's Temple shortly before the
destruction of Jerusalem by the Roman's?
Did the Knights Templar, the forerunners
of modern Freemasonry, excavate these
scrolls in the twelfth century? And were
these scrolls subsequently buried
underneath a reconstruction of Herod's
Temple, Rosslyn Chapel in Scotland -
where they are now awaiting excavation?
The authors' discoveries shed a new light
on Masonic ceremony and overturn out
understanding of history.
Who Built the Moon? Good Press
In 1660, within a few months of the restoration
of Charles II, a group of twelve men, including
Robert Boyle and Christopher Wren, met in
London to set up a society to study the
mechanisms of nature. At a time when
superstition and magic governed reason,t
The Secret Science of Masonic Initiation
Open Road + Grove/Atlantic
For almost seven and a half centuries, a
piece of cloth was venerated because it
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bore the image of the crucified Christ.
However, but results of carbon dating have
shown that the fabric could not have
predated 1260. Now new evidence
conclusively proves that it is not a face...yet
neither is it the image of Jesus Christ. In the
follow-up to their groundbreaking first
book, The Hiram Key, Christopher Knight
and Robert Lomas continue their research
into the mysteries of Freemasonry and the
true historical Jesus, and uncover the
precise time and place of the shroudÆs
creation. The answer to the great mystery of
the Shroud of Turin will surprise and
astonish as the authors unlock the secrets of
abandoned Freemason rituals and the man
who would be called the Second Messiah.
The Knights Templar Watkins Media
Limited
The authors of Civilization One return,
bringing new evidence about the Moon that
will shake up our world. Christopher Knight
and Alan Butler realized that the ancient
system of geometry they presented in their
earlier, breakthrough study works as perfectly
for the Moon as it does the Earth. On further
investigation, they found a consistent sequence
of beautiful integer numbers when looking at
every major aspect of the Moon--no such
pattern emerges for any other planet or moon
in the solar system. In addition, Knight and
Butler discovered that the Moon possesses few
or no heavy metals and has no core—something
that should not be possible. Their persuasive
conclusion: if higher life only developed on
Earth because the Moon is exactly what it is
and where it is, it becomes unreasonable to
cling to the idea that the Moon is a natural
object. The only question that remains is, who
built it?
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